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ABSTRACT
Traditional monitoring of large infrastructure such as towers of churches or for cooling,
chimneys or any other type of tall buildings can require extreme effort and hence become
very risky and costly since it mainly requires people to be moved around. An interesting alternative in that regard is the use of rotary wing micro aerial vehicles (MAV) equipped with
sensors such as digital cameras to capture series of images and stitch them on to a 3D model.
However the images recorded always have “noise” which is caused by the vehicle movement
during the inspection process. Experiments have been carried out using a multi-rotor copter
with an off the shelf camera for building inspection (aerial photography) for years [1]. To
validate the effect of MAV flight stabilization a vector thrust principle recently developed at
Saarland University (patent application in progress [18]) has been implemented onto a MAV
for flight stabilization. The paper describes the procedure of MAV-based infrastructure monitoring as well as the image stitching process in general before explaining the vector thrust
design principle and the enhancements achieved in terms of image resolution and processing.
INTRODUCTION
An increasing amount of civil infrastructure buildings (including roads and bridges) has become an issue
with regard to the ageing process and hence a resulting case for life cycle management. According to the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), nearly 70% of all bridges and roads need to be inspected regularly in the USA [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. This inspection is based on purely visual methods and is completed by
inspection personnel present on site [7, 8, 9]. However, apart from bridges, there is a large amount of
other infrastructure such as public buildings, industrial sites or even cultural heritage where condition
monitoring and life cycle management is still much less from being established. Inspecting various of
this infrastructure can be dangerous for inspectors to be on site, as some locations on the structure may
only be accessed under extreme circumstances, such as very slender, high towers [10, 11, 12, 13]. Since
most inspections refer to visual inspection (around 95%), a robot equipped with a digital camera instead
of a human inspector looks to be an option of much lower risk. A multi-rotor copter (in this case an octocopter) generally considered as a micro aerial vehicle (MAV) is a fairly popular solution and was hence
used throughout this project, as it offers sufficient payload capacity, is small in size, and most importantly
is comparatively simple with regard to the mechanical structure. (Fig. 1)
This type of aerial inspection includes two major parts, collecting data using a camera on board and processing the data collected. The infrastructures’ façades of interest are scanned by the MAV floor by floor
by capturing images that are then verified and stitched together. This image stitching has been initially
done using an image processing software such as Photoshop to form an overview for each façade where
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more sopphisticated toools and algoorithms to alloow for autom
mated image stitching are currently exxplored.

Figure 1: Octocopter ussed and techniical data

The firstt inspection m
mission tookk place at thee Fraunhoferr IZFP buildiing in Saarbrrücken/Germ
many where
the rendered line in Fig. 2 show
ws the area m
monitored. Thhe reason whhy not all off the buildingg has been
monitoreed results froom the fact tthat trees havve been closse to the rem
maining partss of the buildding which
avoided images to bee taken by a flying
f
vehiclle. The total inspection
i
toook less than 8hrs includinng time for
the actuaal flight and photo checkking with im
mages recordeed having a resolution thhat allows crracks to be
clearly ddetermined ddown to arounnd 10 millim
metres in sizee. Compared to a conventtional inspecction this is
easily ann increase in inspection pperformance by a factor of four to fivve. The imagges collectedd were processed too form an oveerall map of each façade which were then further combined to a 3D model for further
visualizaation (Fig.3).

Figgure 2: Left: Aerial
A
view of Fraunhofer IZ
ZFP building with
w rendered line indicatingg inspection faacade.
w of the Fraunhhofer IZFP buuilding.
Righht: Front view

There waas around 4G
GB of photo m
material colllected for eacch façade of tthe building.. However, oonly around
10% of the
t photos w
were selected for the imagge processingg in the end. The rest waas not usablee due to the
large am
mount of attituude noise (rooll, pitch andd yaw angle) which leadss to image diistortion. A sselection of
photos taaken is show
wn in Fig. 4 w
where a stronng variation inn attitude cann be recognizzed even thoough a gimbaled atttitude stabilizzation system
m had alreadyy been used for
f the camerra system.
It becom
mes apparent that an enhaancement in stabilization
s
of the monittoring vehiclle will enhannce the percentage oof images usseful for the image stitchiing process w
which again enhances thee monitoringg process in
terms off inspection ttime and hennce cost. A means
m
on how
w to further stabilize thee MAV is therefore described aand discussedd along the paragraphs
p
to follow.
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VECTOR
R THRUST PR
ROPULSION F
FOR ROTORC
CRAFT MAV
V ATTITUDE N
NOISE REDUC
CTION
Traditionnally for a multi-rotor
m
coopter to perfo
form any trannslation in x or y directioon will requuire attitude
change [[14, 15, 16] which is achhieved throuugh displacem
ment controll resulting frrom a differeence of the
motors’ rrotational speed. (Fig. 5)

Figure 3: 3D
D CAD modell of inspected building (Frauunhofer IZFP))

Figuure 4: Selectioon of photos taaken as an exaample to show variation in aattitude

This attittude change is the main source of nooise during aan image capturing process (even withh a camera
gimbal sstabilization tthe attitude cchange still hhas a significaant effect). H
However, trannslation in anny x, y and
z directioon is requiredd for the MA
AV along a buuilding inspeection. In ordder to have thhe translationn and stabilization of
o the image at same tim
me, a vector thhrust system is proposed for a multi-rrotor copter, which will
be explaained on a quuadcopter herre as an exam
mple but which in principple can be applied to any even number of rootors vehicle in general.
The concept of vectoor thrust is bbased on direecting thrust to a desiredd direction innstead of usiing attitude
change oof the vehiclee to generatee an x or y trranslation. Fiig. 5 shows the
t force andd torque diaggram of the
quadrocoopter where tthe axis systeem in the diaagram is set tto be a "pluss" frame systeem (where x and y axis
is along vehicle's arm
m) [1].
A plus fr
frame configuuration is sim
mple to consttruct both m
mathematicallyy and mechaanically. How
wever, Kuo
and Bolller [17] have shown that a plus frame with vector tthrust will crreate an unwanted yaw m
moment that
can be coorrected by ssetting a headding lock on the controlleer but is still not really accceptable forr an inspection purppose. On the other hand, an X configguration, wheere the axes aare rotated 445 degrees inn anti-clock
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wise direection, the vvector thrust does not creeate the unw
wanted yaw moment
m
durinng flight whhich can be
explained from the seet of equationns described below.

Figure 5: Left: Free forrce diagram off the multi-rotoor robot (quadd). Right: Motiion diagram,
a) yaw antii-clockwise, b)) yaw clockwiise, c) increasee altitude (movvement in z diirection only),,
dd) roll positive to create motiion in y directtion.

For the X configurattion the relattionship betw
ween force annd torque annd the motorr rotating speeed in each
axis is ass follows:
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By combbination of (11) and (2) a 6 DOF equatiion can be coonstructed whhich is shownn in (3)
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q = 6 DOF generalized vector
τ = Torque
Fx, Fy, Fz = force in x, y and z direction (body axis)
ϖ = rotational speed of motor i
ϕ, θ, ψ = Roll, pitch and yaw angle (attitude)
cϕ, θ, ψ. sϕ, θ, ψ cos ϕ or θ or ψ. sin ϕ or θ or ψ
b = Lift constant
d = Drag constant
Since the vehicle is at near hover condition, I ϕ, I θ and I ψ are assume to be zero.

Figure 6: Left: Numerical simulation results of MAV (robot) attitude when vector thrust roll servo is active at 5
degree. (Note: no autopilot control). Right: global displacement of the robot. Note: no undesired x displacement due
to no yaw angle created.

Results from numerical simulations displayed in Fig. 6 show that vector thrust is active for y direction,
and that there is no undesired roll, pitch and yaw angle during y direction movement (vehicle moves
along an axis without any attitude change). This vector thrust approach has been applied for a European
patent [18].

VECTOR THRUST IMPLEMENTATION
Both hard- and software modifications have to be made in order to apply the vector thrust system onto an
ordinary quadcopter. Hardware-wise extra mechanical joints have to be implemented to allow rotation of
the motors (thrust) to operate into the desired direction. The joint system is not allowed to be too heavy
but at the same time needs to have enough strength to withstand the twisting moment of the thrust and
vibrations from the motor.
There are already off the shelf components available for fixed wing vector thrust designs (Fig. 7, left),
designed originally for small fixed wing aircraft. However those are not sufficient in strength and fracture
easily (Fig. 7 right).
The joint was redesigned with enhanced supporting points and linked to a servo that changes the angles to
achieve the vector thrust feature (Fig. 8).
Software-wise a new control loop has to be implemented to adapt to the vector thrust flying mode. For
easy use and proof of concept, control software has been designed to allow the pilot to switch from normal flight mode to vector thrust flight mode by one switch even during flight. Various frame designs for
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the vehiccle were testeed and the appproach of only
o
implemeenting vectorr thrust in x-ddirection wass taken due
to compllexity of the m
mechanical ssystem.

Figuree 7 Left: Off thhe shelf vectorr thrust joint. R
Right: Weak contact pointss (circles)

Figure 8 Left: Vector thrustt enabled motoor.
Righht: All system shown on the left is implem
mented to all fo
four motors onn board.

F
Figure 9: Vecttor thrust motoor operating. L
Lines indicate the motor anggle.

FLIGHT RESULTS
In order to have a faair flight test to demonstrrate the capaabilities of thhe vector thruust concept, the control
system has
h been moddified to alloow for both ""normal" andd "vector thruust" flight mode.
m
Fig. 100 shows the
attitude rreading from
m the flight w
where the ligghter (red) line indicates the actual rooll angle andd the black
line indicates the inpput signal froom pilot com
mmand (roll aangle in this case). "Norm
mal" flight is the region
in the lefft hand rendeered box, whhere the largee roll angle ccan be seen when
w
pilot appplies a roll (side way)
displacem
ment commaand. Howeveer, the perforrmance becom
mes complettely differentt and hence sstable once
the copteer enters intoo the vector tthrust mode. The roll anggle in the right hand renddered box (veector thrust
mode) sttays at a minnimum whenn the pilot givves a side way
w (roll) com
mmand, whicch means thee vehicle is
moving sideways wiithout any atttitude changge, becomingg much moree stable with a significannt improvement of tthe image caaptured.
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Fig. 11 shows the comparison of images captured in normal (left) and vector thrust (right) mode and the
resulting stitched image can be seen in Fig.s12 and 13. Note that the vector thrust mode not just generates
better images but also allows for fewer images to be taken for stitching the complete image resulting in an
improvement of the MAV’s data storage capacity. A comparison of the number of images required shows
that a third less was required.

Figure 10: On board accelerometer roll reading (black) and RC roll input (red/light)

Fig. 11 Left: Normal flying mode Right: Vector thrust mode
Note: The images are tilted in normal flying mode

Figure 12: Stitched image from normal flying mode (6 images used)

Figure 13: Stitched image from vector thrust mode (4 images used)
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The motion simulation and flight results show that the vector thrust concept results in a significant improvement of the attitude control for a multi-rotor copter (here a quad) in use of photographic inspection.
It can be concluded that this advantage also exists when other types of sensors are applied which will
even allow to look below a structure’s surface such as when using thermography or radar. However, a
vector thrust system requires additional mechanical parts which lead to a weight increase that can become
an issue. A means of compensation in that regard is the number of rotors that may be increased and the
structural complexity to be reduced being aspects to be considered with future developments.
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